
Welcome! The meeting will begin shortly. 

Mission Street SoMa
Temporary Emergency Transit Lanes 

Have a question? Email TellMuni@SFMTA.com OR call 1-888-363-4734 and enter code 
7014320#. When public comment is open, key in “1” and then “0” to join the queue of 
people wishing to comment.

mailto:TellMuni@SFMTA.com


Thank you for joining us to learn more about and provide 
comment on the Mission Street SoMa Temporary Emergency 
Transit Lanes.

This meeting will be recorded for public record and 
documentation. Email TellMuni@SFMTA.com to provide 
comments and feedback.

To provide live public comments:

1. Call: 1-888-363-4734
2. Enter the code 7014320#.
3. When public comment is open, key in “1” and then “0” to 

join the queue of people wishing to comment.
4. Each participant will have 2 minutes for public comments

mailto:TellMuni@SFMTA.com


How did you learn about the 
community meeting?
A. Poster
B. Email
C. Text
D. Website
E. Social Media
F. Other

*Poll now closed 

Presenter
Presentation Notes

Poll Title: How did you learn about the community meeting?
https://www.polleverywhere.com/multiple_choice_polls/Lz2HyKXluk5pC1ugi6nIw



Congestion is Coming Back 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SalutationPersonal introductionWelcome messageThe COVID-19 pandemic has changed our transportation system and the impact of this crisis will be felt far beyond the end of the shelter-in-place order. The economic hardship COVID-19 has caused – and will continue to cause – is severe. While this has created many new and unprecedented challenges for transportation, we as an agency are also rising to meet those challenges with new approaches and focusing on ways to improve efficiency and reliability as we bring back public transit. Transportation is a vital part of our overall economic recovery and it’s important that we make it work better within the deep constraints we face moving forward.As the city gradually reopens for business and school potentially returns in the fall, the Muni rail system needs to be restored to support increasing movement, essential workers and economic activity. This means improving reliability and efficiency so that our customers aren’t stuck on trains that cannot move through the subway tunnel, or on buses that cannot move through traffic.To address these concerns we are bring back Muni Metro rail service with some important configuration changes aimed at significantly reducing crowding and long delays in our overburdened subway, and instituting Temporary Emergency Transit Lanes to facilitate reliable bus service throughout the city. Our goal is to keep San Francisco moving as more people return to work and school.Automobile traffic is returning much faster than transit ridership on Muni and BART and will soon overwhelm the city’s road network without measures to mitigate it. While Muni is still at just [X%] of normal ridership, the bridges are well over [X%].Without transit, there is no recovery. We know that if just a fraction of the people riding transit before the crisis begin driving alone, congestion will be so bad that it will undercut San Francisco’s economic recovery. We can’t move many more cars than we are today – and we only about 10-20% of the economy open right now. We are weeks or even days away from traffic overwhelming our limited street space.SFMTA has a deep and urgent responsibility to direct our limited resources to protecting public health and establishing the basis of a strong economy.We have to act fast to ensure congestion does not grind our city’s recovery to a halt.***I am here today to talk to you about the SFMTA’s new Temporary Emergency Transit Lanes program, which was approved by our Board last monthThis is one of several ways that we as an agency are responding to the COVID-19 crisisGoing forward, safe and reliable public transit is going to be critical not just for essential workers, but to support the eventual reopening of schools and the larger economyIn short, Muni will be critical to the city’s recoverySo -- as you may know, traffic has been returning much faster than economic activity or transit ridershipIf we continue on this path our streets are going to be gridlocked, far worse than before



Muni Time Savings During Shelter in Place

5

Transit and Travel Time Savings During Peak Hours

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This map shows the transit travel time savings during shelter-in-place on some of our busiest lines.While the systemwide average was a 15% savings during the peak , some areas saw up to a 50% travel time savings. We are investing this time savings in more frequent service with the same number of buses, which reduces crowding and supports physical distancing.Notably, where we had already previously implemented Muni Forward projects – which include transit only lanes – we saw overall very little travel time savings during shelter in place because the existing protected transit only lanes have been so effective. (Only 5% time savings from dwell at bus stops.)***This map shows the travel time savings during shelter-in-place in some of Muni’s busiest corridorsWhile the average was 15% during peak periods, some segments saw up to a 50% savingsNotably, however, where we had already implemented what we call Muni Forward improvements, including transit-only lanes, we saw relatively little time savingsThis is because transit lanes were already protecting buses from trafficThe idea behind the TETL program is to use transit lanes to save time in more placesAnd to invest this savings in more frequent service, using the same number of busesThis will make transit more useful and attractive, but also reduce crowding



Temporary Emergency Transit Lanes

• Install on corridors that normally 
experience congestion to keep 
buses moving and reduce 
crowding

• Allow buses to complete trips in 
less time and return into service 
more quickly

• Provide more frequent service 
with same number of buses, 
mitigating service reductions

• Are automatically removed 
within 120 days after emergency 
order is lifted, unless there is a 
public process to make a lane 
permanent

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To ensure that congestion does not crush people's ability to reengage with social and economic activity and create more crowded conditions on Muni, we’re beginning a program of temporary emergency transit lanes.These lanes will be installed as soon as possible using reversible materials and will be targeted where they’re needed the most to protect people riding Muni from congestion and crowding. As the city reopens we are working to have the first set of transit lanes installed this summer to get ahead of projected increases in auto traffic congestion.First responders will also be able to use this network of lanes to respond to health emergencies faster.The lanes are temporary. Without further SFMTA Board action they will sunset 120 days after the citywide emergency order ends.If the Temporary Emergency Transit Lanes prove successful, we may pursue legislation and Board action to make them permanent.***Temporary Emergency Transit Lanes will be provided in the most urgent locations, including Mission South of Market, starting in a few weeksBecause the lanes will be painted, and will not be ”red carpet” lanes, which are more permanent, they will be easily removableUnless our Board takes further action, they will have to be removed within 120 days after the City’s emergency order is liftedI should note, by the way, that transit lanes can be used by emergency vehicles



Program Benefits

• Equity: Transit lanes reduce the risk 
of exposure for people who have 
the fewest travel choices and ensure 
there is enough capacity on board, 
especially for lower-income people 
of color

• Public Health: Reducing crowding 
on transit is imperative to 
preventing the spread of COVID-19

• Economic Recovery: A strong 
economic recovery is dependent on 
an efficient transit system

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The program is meant to ensure that people who have the fewest travel choices – especially lower-income people of color – are not stuck on crowded, slow buses.It’s also about flattening the curve and reducing the spread of COVID-19 as the city reopens.Finally, it’s about ensuring our city’s economic recovery can continue without getting stuck in catastrophic congestion.***The TETL program will ensure that people with the fewest travel choices – including lower-income people of color – are not stuck on crowded, slow busesIt will help reduce the spread of COVID-19 as the city continues in shelter-in-place and as we continue to reopen And it will ensure that the city’s economic recovery isn’t stopped in its tracks by crippling traffic congestion



Temporary Emergency Transit Lanes: 
Proposed Phasing 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are actively pursuing all of the projects on this list. Some of them are farther along, and some of them need further planning before than move ahead.This first batch of lanes (green) was chosen based on travel time savings, equity benefits, input from Supervisors, ease of implementation, proximity to hospitals, transit service levels, and complementary benefits such as enhanced bike safety. All of these lines serve Muni Service Equity Strategy neighborhoods. Everyone on the line will benefit from these travel time improvements, even if the lanes are not located in their neighborhood, since Transit Only lanes support increased frequency along the entire route.***These were chosen based on factors including travel time savings, social equity, input from Supervisors, ease of implementation, proximity to hospitals, transit service levels, and complementary benefits such as bike safetyEach of these lanes will serve routes that serve Muni Service Equity Strategy neighborhoodsAnd people in those neighborhoods will benefit even if the lane isn’t in their neighborhood, as service all along the route will become more frequent and reliable



Existing Design of Mission Street

• Narrow travel lanes 

• Part-time bus lanes

• Towaway restrictions when bus lanes are in effect 

Have a question? Email TellMuni@SFMTA.com OR call 1-888-363-4734 and enter code
7014320#. When public comment is open, key in “1” and then “0” to join the queue of
people wishing to comment.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, Mission StreetAs you may know, this part of Mission, between 1st and 11th, already has transit lanes, but they are only part-timeAnd in most cases, when they are in effect, all parking and loading has to be prohibited on that side of the street to make them wide enoughAt other times, buses operate in traffic lanes that are no wider than the buses themselvesAnd this leads to “sideswipes” and a higher risk of collisions for all vehicles

mailto:TellMuni@SFMTA.com


Existing Design of Mission Street

Bus straddling due to narrow lanes

Have a question? Email TellMuni@SFMTA.com OR call 1-888-363-4734 and enter code
7014320#. When public comment is open, key in “1” and then “0” to join the queue of
people wishing to comment.

10

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here you can see the view from a bus that is straddling the lanes to avoid vehicles parked along the curbOver the last five years, we counted a total of 255 sideswipes involving MuniThat’s almost one per weekAnd interestingly, rates were highest between 6 and 7pm, right after towaway restrictions are lifted on many blocksRates also increased by 150% after towaway ended at 9amAnd I should point out that collisions can also occur when towaway is in effect, as cars and trucks try to squeeze past buses at stops

mailto:TellMuni@SFMTA.com


Temporary Redesign Concept

• Remove parking and loading on one side of the street (side varies from 
block to block)

• Allow parking and loading at all times on other side

• Make bus lanes full-time 

Have a question? Email TellMuni@SFMTA.com OR call 1-888-363-4734 and enter code
7014320#. When public comment is open, key in “1” and then “0” to join the queue of
people wishing to comment.

11

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what we are proposing is to remove parking and loading on one side of the streetThis will allow us to widen the remaining lanesAnd because we won’t need to prohibit parking and loading to make the outer lanes wide enough for busesWe can both make the bus lanes full-time and lift the towaway restrictions on remaining parking and loadingAs part of our quick-build project, we have varied the side where parking and loading would be removed from block to block, in order to minimize the impactAnd we have converted some remaining parking spaces to loading to replace loading spaces that will be removedBut as part of this project, we will be seeking your feedback on where loading spaces are most needed

mailto:TellMuni@SFMTA.com


Parking & Loading

Have a question? Email TellMuni@SFMTA.com OR call 1-888-363-4734 and enter code
7014320#. When public comment is open, key in “1” and then “0” to join the queue of
people wishing to comment.

12

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Just quickly, here is a diagram showing block faces where parking and loading is and would be allowed and not allowed at different timesI should note that this is a simplified diagram – in the planned part, on some block faces where parking and loading would still be allowed, there might be fewer spacesBut as you can see, we will be simplifying the current arrangement by getting rid of towaway restrictionsAnd as you can see, those towaway restrictions can take up a good part of the day –both morning and evening rush hours in most cases

mailto:TellMuni@SFMTA.com


Evaluation and Engagement 

• Community input will shape 
the evaluation framework, 
tools and monitoring, with a 
focus on equity, health and 
economic recovery

• Public engagement and 
evaluation will guide 
whether and what longer-
term improvements are 
pursued

• As we evaluate, which 
metrics are most important 
to focus on?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finally, we plan to conduct a full evaluation of these projects after implementation is complete and before considering whether any part of them should be continued on a more permanent basis. Public input is a crucial component of our decision making, and we value public feedback highly. A key aspect of the evaluation will be diverse, equitable community outreach to get input on how the TETLs are working (or not working).We are currently working on developing an evaluation and public outreach process, and welcome input on the goals, outcomes, and methods we should pursue.For Mission Street, the evaluation would begin in late fall after implementation has been completed. ***As part of the TETL program, we are developing a framework for evaluation of the temporary lanesWe are also developing a public outreach strategy that will allow us to engage with the whole communityObservation and feedback will help us decide whether lanes should be made permanentBut also if adjustments and modifications should be made, so the permanent version is different from the temporary versionIn conclusion, we welcome your input



What are the most important metrics 
to evaluate in this project?
A. Safety

B. Parking impacts

C. Curb use and loading zone impacts

D. Transit/travel times and reliability

E. Effects on adjacent streets/traffic diversions

F. Equitable access to transportation

G. All of the above

*Poll now closed 

Presenter
Presentation Notes

Poll Title: What are the most important metrics to evaluate in this project?
https://www.polleverywhere.com/multiple_choice_polls/ExdkcM4DztSE5PR6i9Jln



What is your preferred way to give 
feedback on the transit lanes?
A. In-person at stops

B. Online survey

C. Text-based survey

D. Automated phone survey

E. Phone call

F. Email

G. Other

*Poll now closed 

Presenter
Presentation Notes

Poll Title: What is your preferred way to give feedback on the transit lanes?
https://www.polleverywhere.com/multiple_choice_polls/zIl8NAhaDnLlepmrcyLBG



Questions or comments? 

Email TellMuni@SFMTA.com to provide comments and 
feedback.

To provide live public comments:

1. Call: 1-888-363-4734
2. Enter the code 7014320#.
3. When public comment is open, key in “1” and then “0” to 

join the queue of people wishing to comment.
4. Each participant will have 2 minutes for public comments

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MODERATED SESSION (Hakam Ibrahim leading) 2 minutes max per commenter 

mailto:TellMuni@SFMTA.com


Thank you. 
SFMTA.com/TempLanes14

TellMuni@SFMTA.com
415.646.2350

Please complete our demographic survey:
SFMTA.com/TETLSurvey

mailto:TellMuni@SFMTA.com
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